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Abstract!

."

I imc. ..,...e...,.. - .,aa.m. .. -r--,. - 11.... - .

Designed-to-4reitte a foundation for collaboration beeyeelesearch

.
thison teachihg and'research-on reading, this critical review of teacheri, 1

effectiveness first provides a historical perspective as a meals fO'r.
.

_, _

,

creating a !coeibn ground" between the two fieldo. itacher'effectiveness --

t . .

findingeef. then_presented, In two mejor*catigeries., 'The first exae!inis

direit instruction, classroom and-pa4holegicai conditions

as these contribute to-opporiweity- to .learn.': The seCond.eiamines the

research bn :teaches planning ihd.teacher decislft*iing:40-these

illustrate the prevalence of technical teacher behavior., liplicatiops
. . V - _ - -

for the eidin. profession are -presented in tares of teache(educition,

reading research, and possible cooperative ventures tewein4epearch on

readandresearch on teaching. The prevalent.theee roughout. the

. , . .

review; is the needfor both reading `and teaching O begin
,

.

.

lookinibeyond opportunity to learn and-technical teacheeli avioe'to
.\._ -.., .

dAmeasaoncof teacher effectiyeiess4

1"

t.

- _

0
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS RESEARCH :'
litsfCATIONS_EQR TA.E_REAOING PROPESSION±'___

. e 1

Gera \d G. Duffy2

., 1 -\ ,'.

,In 'an old' Ni Yorker -.cartoon, a!

. .

rdhistriet !says a reeding teacher
1

the couch, "N , aiI Undetitaqd
--_f er-,-problii-begin-whin-tittle--- ---,

Stale Jones said that .she. didn't
. . haipa:_learning diaabitity'but that : _

you\ had, teaching disabpity."
h .i .

Riaditig siefeSsionalo have been -:kianlitlawawetfie- reCeil

-1\

explosion of UO41Edile

resultant foau%fon' the
_ 2 - -

in_ language,in4 language adquisition.` The
.

0

interactive nature of reading:4nd. on the

child'su
language processiprocessing :tufa altered forever :the way people-

.

think, about the .nature' of the reading. procelis.' ,

ifr. f- . _-. . ;:i -
s ,

peel*, reading is: hot the:only research revolution ip town..,.

Another one-4 reioletion focused en:the teaching processr-has

'altered undeiAending-i4-14fe in 'class_roolks:-just-. as the revolu.,-
,

tion reading' has altered understanding of 'tite reading process.

Both the fotakere_symbOlised'br but not limited-to. the Institute
. . ,

for Reaearch. on Teaching, at MiChigan State University, and the _Utter,

syiobolizeifIg but not Center for the Study of < Reading
4 . , e

unkressity*-Iillfiers, nave great-Wfintial-fit-improvihs

An inOted address presented at.
SanDiego, California, 1980.

Natlbnal Reading Conference,

Gerald :G.

-.,,

'Deffi is 'C4:*coordinetor of _the tig's'Conceptions df
Reading'Projeat. ant WERT professor -ef. eleieittarY and spacial education.
The either gratefully-. acknovledgea_tha contributions of Howard Seiler

. for 'searchint,the,:literature;: of. _Linda Anderson, Jars Brophy, Joyce
Putnam, .-Laurcitoehler; -GeOrge Sherian;.and 'Lee Shulman' for -critiquing
earlier drifts of tee paper;-and -of Peggy. Xedlet,aild Theiesa
for theii,eart and patience in prePering. the, sanisscript.',

.
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readinginstrdctiOn in .schools.. To date, however, the two

reacardh revolutions have been moving forward "out of earshot" of-.
.

,

each other. Research on reading reflects little of whet has been:

'discovered about teaching;-the researchfon teaching reflects few of.

the findings about the reading proceas

.1 believe that' collaborative ;efforts-by the two research

communities would have greater impact at the classroom level than
.

1

independent one ,Consequently; thia riViewof teacher effective -
: .

nees.research is designed to be a first -steps in -a dialogue between

the two retra-secomigskeiimm.'SWce it is a revievi-of teacher-

- -4.,
effek iyeaena, it swat necessarily- emphasize bow researclf oty.teech-

. 4 :

ing contributes to reading more than the reverse. Nevertheless, it
-

is based on my faith that the tworesearch communities have the

1

potential to reciprocalli inform each other and, ultimately, to

.

'make significait7.collaborative contributions to clasaroo :readiikg
.

.

-S .

instruction inthe decade ahead. .N
A

. ..
6 6

jiackground

Thereiearcb oh reading ha helped us understand-theidgEit

contractual agreement between the writer and the reader in which

the writerwitef Muit establieh "points ofrcontact" between the message,

.

and the reader's experience (Tierney & LaZansky, 1980. Since--

Jay purpose is to encourage a collaborative joining of two diverse
1.

research communities. it is appropriate that. I provide, such "points

.of contact" and encourage the "Icheme-match" necessary for the goal.

. ..

of this paper to be achieved. 'These point!' of contact -are din-
..

.

cussed in three citegoriga: the history.of teacher effectiveness
,

! -

,
. .

research,the evolving concept of teacher effectiveness, and con-
.

flitting conceptions of teaching.
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erhe first point of contact. InvIvee an understanding-of the

-14

massive evolUtiOn'thae has occurred'in reseffchion teaching in _ _ . .

i

the_paat ten years. The history 'of this evolution is presentei here
. .,

..

. - t. .
s .

.

in two sections: the "old" and the "neW"lresearch on teacher'
.

,

effectiveness. .., 1

'' // .

_

,-, 4;. &

The'Old"
r 4 C

Tld" Telacher EffectivenesirResearc
-...

t

Teadher effea'avineie research Is not new. To the contrary,
.

.
:

4
itihais heenrgoing on in one form of another for the entire twenti='\

O

e

A

eehcentUrT: its impact prior to 1975;was meager, however. The

American EducationaliRiaearch Assnciation'CommittOe on the Criteria

of Teacher, Effectiveness (BarripBechdolt,-Coxe, Cage,. Orleans,

* ....% . ,...
Remmers, eRyanl, 1952) stated the case clearly when they said:

-

.
Y

,
.The.The iPsple (act of the matter is that, _ ,

after,qcorty-years_nf research on

teachereffeetiveness during which a. , .1

I vast.nusiber'of studies havibeett carried .

i

out, one-ta..point to few outcomes that
enperintendent of.ichbols-can safely
emplOy'in biringa teacher or granting .

him temure;.thatan agency an employ 4
in7certifying.teachers, or that a
teacher educatibi faculty can.t..ploy
In planning or iMproviing teacher -
educition,prOgrams0 r

.

.

.

Even 22 years later, Duncan and Biddle's (1974) Statement,
! . .

.

,

that theirkis"the fi;St_text_yet-written-thet-concerns the
\ .

Study of teaching" is a sad commentary on the slinificance of the
A _ . x

'-'old" teacher effectiveness research z
.

What was gthe nature of thif "old" research? Medley (1977s;
%

1979) and Duncan and Biddle (1974) provide excellent histories.

essentially, the "old" teacher effectiveness research had three

8*
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4

thrusts.

-

r A

' 1 The first focused on teacher personality and educational 4 '----
, - v ,--- ,

characteristics as they. related to, student, 4ttitudes and achieve7
. . . .
dent: -The earliest studies Of-this- type asked pupils- to describe t

effective teachers, with lists of traittrbeing produced ghat
.

,

04.
,1.

.

4

7

0".
"loor

. 4.

v

d

suPpele0I3Lescribediffectille teachers., This approach foiled' not

t °nix because:iihe coirelations between characteristics and- achieve-
. : --

'study
.... +e. i : A

A went were *ow and inconsistent from study to but'betause,.as . .., _ . .

Medley (1977a) pointed- out.; the, research was based dn. I . -. '
N e . -_ , . ,. . .

feachers Orpetilced itstAffeCtive. In , ,
no -instance wan- ;14:evidence adduced. to

.shi:0 that teachers possessing these,
.characteristics were 'actually more effective

/ in promoting pupil achievemevtt'of any- of ,. .
the goals of education. That is ft.te
lists were never shotih'to be valid.. -..

Insofar as the lists described anyone,
,. they'described .tbe teacher who looks
_effective. -.. -. .

I,
, .-

,Perhaps Artley:.(1969) provided the epitaph or this research, from
A . It

. ,
the standpoint of reading professionals's* wellAt the profession

.

as a whole, when he.said:

A

'.- .

As a restd4 they have destribed'Ior us-
a kind' of invisible, ghost-like person
whei, faci,.may not exist., She
has been found. to beipoperative

groomed,-hialthy;;..liaginative, and
cooperativ She gets slortg-4th her
co- workers a herspriscipal- add She
gets her rep is is onttiMe -As One'
of my-friends said, 'tthe has the same
cheracteristi we expect from a
good bar girl',
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A second, type of "old""effectiveness,research, quite !aiiliar

the.reading-profeasional, attempted to prove one method duperior

to another. ThiatesearCh, 'Ike most "old" studies, ignored Or
. - ,

. . . .

instructional-processes-andclasstoom-interactions-which are the
. .

-

-essence of teaching and, like the First Gra4e Studies
i

(Bond 4 . )

. .

Dykstrsi°1967) and others, cotterlbuted little to theunders4nding
d. .- .

. ,

whit ;lakes ae effective teacher.
.

. :
. . . .

The third msjet-typeT-emerging ip the late950's and early
: .-' . - %.,,

..

1960'', emghasimed systematic observation of classroom interactions,

0 . I ..p.,

particulerlY verbal, interactions Crlanderi, 1970; Medley -& Mittel,

1963)# Amazingly,, this is the first time that researchers began
I 1 SmON! ' "': '

lool5ing inside clasagooms 71, as such, it'heralded the approach
_ .

.
" .

tofthe "new" research-on teacher effectivenesi that .was to follow _,..

s 0

to the W'wh. Generally speaking,'hoWevei, tile-eavly-forms of.this:
..

.research had fished initial impact; largely beCauie of what Duncin
.

and Bid e (1974) call "comaitments"--the conducting of research in
. , *,,.'1 .. .

order to prove the importanCe_of -particular'values held by the

,-,
researcher.'

cl

.

--- _ ;: .::

- .

In-sum, the "ld" research did little.te-explain teacher
. .

.

ffectiveness. In 1,75, Rupleypots t 1) was forced to describe teacher
, .

effectiveness in reading as a ."peggle'phenomenon" consisting of

- bits and pieces that could Tibt4e fitted :together to say anything
-, \ . . ,

. mesningfUlTeboutim oviduct an effective reading grogrem.
I-

a ". '' ...
,

- Duncan and Biddle. 4974) Ammarize the impact of the "oldgresearch
., .-

\
--, ,

,, -

....,
r a

4

- .
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. .
by-laying: %

J'Y

MUCFaiaiE6701E7diaiiritTEEtrireneSS ,..2=.=
has been conducted, but title knOyledge .

agoeliped fital the- efferr.
Indee'd, so little hal been knoWn that''
some educatore haie\concluded:that.
teaehinvia Unknowableone of,-the

tic .skills akin 'to. preact:ing ,er
artistic creativity. Other.: aduCators

6

have considered the' activities of . t .
.

., .. teaching to. be so obviouS as to Aheil no
research -at" all Thui,- master teachers .

-writebooks in which they recoil:and the_ t
- Strategies iiiy.havi foundworicable in the . . '

- classroom; novelisis such as Joniithati,- -, :
.

., ,
* .Kosol or Bell tat:fawn entertain us with ,a , .

archtipical dieicriptiona of teaching *.

praCticei :from 'a gingle 'schocil_, and_ . ,
curriculum-innovators outline new,.teaching

: , .-. - . .

-prograiss in..expectittitit4t they will .

be' conitictled in manner-spacifted
and that hey have the effect desired.
Still other eductitorilistve, in 'a 'seise; .
giventuP on7.,tiiachilig.end conclUdid that ,
PwPilS will learii regardlesstrf.-Or .,in
spite:of--teacher's,effort.or,that. g' d- -. .

-. ,
A.*

..teachxng consihtsmerely 'of,the,provision--_, . ..:
fora "supportifie leatnint, env4roiment." -,.._-.

-. , 7 ,.- -; t* 4'
' et, ' . , '`.

q
The "New".:Teacher-Etfectiveizess Research :i) . ,

. . .:,_ v . -
. t .The pret1970 research diclgiot- provide substirfitive data regard -' ..

.-- ,

teacher.ing th e'nature of c-effectiiteness What haligeded in the .
3 -_,'-.

.

1970's to chaise this?' H---
- .-..: .

. .
.- . I '4.. '' :

The critical - difference, was :.Iat. absetvationa came into_ use . .

--

.

.. to determine what 'goes on inside classroogs. Observation. was not-.
..

4 ;
. . / .

-a 't egialar part of tee. "old"' research studies ',and Ino ,.
A r :, . . . . 0 t

a . "ie,juiew what was actually happening, particularly as it -related
.

. 4 .

- to the instructionsioipteraction between teacheis and students. ..
,

*
.

. . :. ..
e .

.e
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The result was that assumpti-oosiiboutWITithappened_in classroom '
.,

_

- instrudtion went
tlafgely

unchallenged and teaching pkinciples, --

. . , - .
. . ,.

. generaliiations,and theories based on these assumptions were ts-.
.

critically_ accepted. . Recent research,- in tontrast, has been

. dominated buclasii-OcirO-Eselailim-. Two methodologies have
. . --,

me!rgldjIp-which-observetton4 een-used-in-different-ways-w_
1

achieve different purposes: process -- product studies and desdrip--

, tive tueis. .

Prodess.prodUct research. Ptoce s product studies employ

1. -1.

-observation tools that trained observe s use whelk visiting claw.

\
rooms to record h it& enpmenon n Cph

__Llelc.; 40*-t,t4,..ji --J.,4- ,...+ 170

fo,f.:1"." tlt.--;';\
Vii 'it .S, tcr2fi:- topt

t-..__ ' tons are- /Kemal with the individual4...,_
,

\: 1 h- ,.:-.
her pits the it or --:-:-r ;plit."..

;_. xt44,0e" 7
-i v"., :4::. .1,*1

-.tat7tkra''s . -.;g4- 46S it.

arialysisAtkiletermine he correlat on betye particul coded coded,

L.

.

items and achievement growth as "determined by standlidize achieve-
_ .

. ---t.
*, .

ant tests and /or by'less- formal attitude measures.- Influended.

by the behavioristic tradition, the focus has been the overt acts

of teachers and the relation between the .frequefic'y ,of' these aces
--.

and various measurable outcotaes. Historically, such research had
-....

not been very successful. However, "Rosenshine'a'nd

Duncan and Biddle, (1974} dated a comprehensible mosaic out 'of

what_had previously been a confused and largely contradictory ismit. ' is ,.&

_

., , -.
- .

of data and are credited with providing the` springtoard for the
..

,grOwth and acceptafice of this type of research. Subsequent
-

-?

-

f.
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aetitodolog4a1- improvements--(see-Brophy, Noter-2) -have-since-----

solidified its position. ' ;

The paceesptOduct findings,.expreeted'assiadle-renge ('

correiations-that have been demonstrated to be consistent frail'

rt7dy to study, point to a strong relationship between certain_

-altietrie7act-ir.-beWiors and student outcomes. kither, and
.t: -=- '-

most encouraging, these constellations of behaviors have -been

va idate4 is experimental studies (for excellent examples of such
, .

a
-experimental,Talidationsof:proest-product findings; see Anderfot;

-._
Brophy; 1979; Good & Grouws,'Note 3; and Std4ford's _ :-

k
s,

: .
-'-;

,

-Program on TeaCt;ing Effectiveness, Note.4).- 'maxi (1977a) summarizes

the impact of theprocess-prodUet research by stating that the

-- "risk that any of them"(fli atags) will -be disproves by future-
,.

: , s

-research is slight. "' - --'' r -

,

-*
I "

.. .

.
.

, -

.

Nevertheless, .process- product research has not. without
._ ..' 4.

critics. *Conceptualiye it has been criticised as-too narrow and
.. _-

-fret ptive (Doyle 1977i Carden; Note 4, to simplified in tte
.:'.

_N
.

.

face ofclassroOlfcbmplexities (Fisher & Benner, Note 6) and too
. , - . . ..

Vehavioristic rather, than cognitive (Lanier IhShulinan, Note 7)..

. -- . , ,

...__Nethodologically.,_the_potentiitl_lack.of2xeliabiliti-andlalidity_ .

.._ --,.
..

. '' ..
,

-iii.-thu-observation measures and the detignianalysis weaknesses
- . .L... 4

-4- : : :
,-..--...

_. .

associated with correlational Studies hive-sli -beat _ciaticized
. .

. ,-
.

.

(Koehlei, .1977);- :

,.._ -

- .

. .,/
.

Descriptive research. Such criticisms contributed to the rite
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'
I

of descriptive, or qualitative, research. As Koehler (1977) has

pointed out, qualitative research attempts to describe or define

t. .

tiA process; to determine what is rather than what should be. It

t

k

ro

is 1.74s concerned with improvement and more concerned with under-

stanaing.. '1

Despite the common,devotion.to.classroom observation,

the differences between descriptive and the more improvement-

oriented,pfbcess-product research are startling. Whilezthe process-
,

product researcher obieryes specific behaviors with a predetermined

.

bseritat4on fori in multiple classroom gettings;%the descriptive
..

.

.;

researcher obsetves a limited number oiElassrdoms (sometimes--ftly

.

i -one).,-avoids specifying the precise 'behavior's bei. g sought -.and

z

- .,

. - ,_, .

! .
.

records the cladsroom life (ids well as impreisionabf,thid life)

in free-form field notes. In4contragt to the proces s-product

. ._ -... ,

research,,, descriptive research comes from an anthropological
. , . ..w.

. . ..e Z . J. 6'
tradition, is heavily influended by. cognitive.psychology.and. cogni.:

.
$ ,,,. .

. Live information brocessing,and serves ag an umbiellafor a vaaety'
4 44..- 4

C' 1, 's. %

4 '
,V . ...

of typosi_inCludingLetbnographyv_participant_obseritation,and"
i

A

'

.
,

. -

, . ..
, i

sociolinguistics, among others. Like thelrbcess-poduce research, .

sA

it has received .Criticism, with the focus being on-the general'
- A 4'

. 4.t 0

absence ,of outcome measures, theireliability 'problem inherent in
. _

.

%:

_qualitative observation, limited-sample size, and problems of`

generalizability. Deipite criticism ..nd_sliversity o f style, however,

0 t ,
. - ..

descriptive research has produced s'fich array of findings in the
-..

past five years. temperinktendencies'to use process-product findings

43
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in narrow, prescriptive ways by highlighting the variability of

behavior in the-classroom, the multiple complexities of classrfom

life, the immense,information-processing task faced by teachers, and

themultiple sociological forces that interact in the classroom.

The historical evolution of research on teacher effectiveness

fs the'first point -of contact between the reading and teaching

communities. Because of the shift to observation of classroom

processes and because process-product and descriptive designs are

currently being used in creative combinations, the nature of teacher
.

effectiveness res24ch has changed dramatically in the past 10 years.

Tp chalkrof resear h on teaching on the basis,of the way it used to be

womp;be an error.-

4)\

The .Expanding Concept of Teacher Effectiveness

The above,historidal evolutiO havexpanded:the concept of
. - , ,

t

teacher effectiveness, encompassing subtleties,and complexities not

traditionally associated with,theterm. -Thia modification is a

second point of.contact.
01

. .

Ptior_ta about 1975, teacher efftctiveness research focused
. , -: A .

N

en determinfna the extent to yhich certain teacher behaviors pro-
,

.

idilee greater amounts of specified pupil, outcome.. By r975, this
,, ..-;,.

'
...

, r . 4 . . t.

research, largely conducted within the process - product paradigm,

... 0 .,

had determined that certain patttrns a teacher instructional
.., *

. -
...

.

4

0

;
Cf

4

.

0
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behavior make a major difference in pupil achievement.

This finding spurred_a_second research thrust, beginning in

about 1975, in which the importance of the teacher was assumed

-rand the questions focused more on why some teachers wererre

effectivektban others. The basic hypothesis was that instructional

information processing and instructional decision making were the

keys. However, the studies,primarily descriptive in nature, con-

tradicted the hypothesis, suggesting instead that teaching is so

complex that teachers must limit the amount of,info4rmation they

process and that, in fact, the demands of the workplice prevent

them from making significant decisions'duringthe interactive phase

of teaching. . ..

.% .
6 . ... _ . .

.. .
r a

A
. These findinwhave,triggered' a third set of'studis.s, `currently

. ,..«.. '''
, .

.

underway, that examine the complexitites'ofthe wOrkpiace as a
... . _.

PITA 1. .

r

Iowans, for explaining wlw, teachers are less reflective than hypothe-'
; 4

sized. These studies have taken three forms depending upon the

, breadth with which the

.0
the belief that simply

comae is insufficient

.nesa.

'workplace is viewed. All,' however, are united in

correlating 'teacher behavibrwdth pupil out-
4

itself 'for' teacher effecthe-
;

'1),
. = .

, - At the first level, tHe workpiaceJS the classrodm, with the
. .

-
- .. . 1... : 1

.

, complexity of, teaching explained.both in terms of technical

A

and'sdcial demands. Fisher(Note8) describes the technical'demands;=

1

Somi Of the, broad areas in :which teachers
must be competent include'organization,"

3

eV
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managemehi; interpersonal relationships,
planning and evaluation. . . Within these
broad-areas, teachers must develop and re-

fine a multitude of sub-skills to
accomplish the diagnosis,- prescriptions,
the presentation, monitoring and feed-
backAptictionehhich support day -to --day.

learning.in the classroom. These skills
cannot be implemented one at a time. The
nature of teaching is such that several-
'Skills are required simataneously.

Shulman (Note 9) describes the case for the social complexity

of classrooms:

Classrooms are complexly nested social

systems in whxch.participants are
engage( in jointly produceeeducational
activities, reciprocally caused:and
effected, negotiating,fti opportunities
and competing for attention,* under-

'standing.
,

1.1- t 4 .? '
=

vt

Hence, st.tWelassroom :level* research focusei:on both
V

, -

tech:42Si and social complexities.' The explicit curriculum, the

,
.4- I .

4 -. . 4. - . d 4..s

-.- . "hidden curriculum

.
curriculpm of impliCit,kules and poCedurejthat govern

4 6

41.

clasitroom life, and tht z ...alogital relationships among them are all
:

.
examined in order to undeistand why teachers appear-to react in

,

conditioned vaya rather than es'refleqive decision - makers..'4.

I

, .,At the'nexi level; the workplace involvei more than'the
': ,

,

classroom. Mere, Shulman (Notel)- argues that the-teacher's wqrld

encompasses theTultiple role deminds of the tutor,-the classroom
.

,

. 4 ._ ,
d%

t

teacher; the curriculum plahner,and the oriinixation member. lie.

suggests that the

a t" least in part,

information processing. of teachers is
6 .

by a 'role strain" resulting from the
.

exilAhed,
1/

tiaCheitia

14
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attempts to.accommodate the multiple demands of these four contexts.

As such, he sees teaching as more than information processing; it

is also sociSl-role proceising and the teacher's mental life and its

impact on effectiveness cannot besunderstood:uniess"the demands of .

the multiplicity of teaching contexts and their respective task

environments are understood. As he summarizes:

A

At.

The teacher is mprking simultaneously
as a tutor, instructor, pedagogue ant
organizatiod mesther. Thus, the challenge
ofteUthing is characterized by the need
to Work effectively within each level
while also nimbly negotiating one's way
across levels. horeover, cmir cdhcept
of teacher effectiveness will sureli?
be different-depending upon the level"
at'which we choose to define and assess. -

effectiveness: (Shulman Note'9)- ' 0. ve . 9 - s
-

its broadest, the teacher's workplace'is viewed as society,

. "

as a whole. As .described by ,the "hew sociologiststutbs-complexi---

,

ties of teaching can be attribuied to pressures. that go beyond even
.
.

. : .,
.

.. ,
:.

, the organization level described- ,by ghulisan.- in this via', these.
.A.. . .

,!t t . . *
.

complexities are best 'undersiod when, examined. from thel!perspective .

,

.. .

,..
...

of_gteteacher- ,al a.mediator and negotiator of a variety of "explicit,..__
o 0 .

and implicit pressurep and mandates from.the total society (Schwille,
1 I .

Porter, `Gant: Belli; Tloden, Pleeeman, iCnappen, nibs,
.

,: Hence, the second poineof contact between the

.teaching co=mmunities lies with understanding that the
e,

& Schmidt, 1979)4.

_

reading and

term "teacher.
r

0".effectiveness" ltas been modified:. The former, relatively simple
s

.
.

..

tcorbetN,..ynIdiredifonal linear process in.whish teacher
.

4.

04

IS

ti

4
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.

behaviors caused student outcomes in an input /output relationship

has evolved into a view of teaching as reciprocal interactions

between teacher and context with effectiveness bei ng a multi-faceted

function of this_interaction. Recent research stows teacher

effectiveness to, be a fat.more -complicated concept than was once

thought.

Conflicting COnteptions of-Teaching 1

.N
Tile third point Of contact between reading and teaching

.
I. . r;,.-

researchers is embedded in the conception-edeb holds of teaching.

Despite past refertnces to the impo f the teacher by kead

1n3 professionals such as'pond and Dykstra (.1.967),*iamsey (1.962),
-. _ . . .

0 ti` ii 4

Atley (19694,and others, the readings

,

prof as a Whole has 1-

N .
s

.

'

teaching
t

placed little emphasis on'4the ittual Act of .$. Reading-

:
: ett 6.4. ,

. . " .
--6-educators _for insvnce are more likely to debate whet her the

.

--,...._....

reading curriculum should reflect holistic or sub-skalsjanalyses,.
.4

. ''"; .' . . -4 $ '' '''

.-.-
..

it

or whether basal texts .or languagoezperience"is "best dpproach .
$

p

.

. , ., .

. ,

than they are to discuss what teacher bettaviors tight "titulate"

b .

14K '_deairedAeadiug_etrcoses. Furthe whileAresearciters teachidg

A
, ,, A ' 4 44

emphasize te4.cher mediation and.gufd4age of learning, pading $

.
$

.

professionals eTphasire,learnertmdidtiono arguing that teacher
. ,

° e

t
..

guidancejmpedes reactingacquAsition hyoconatr4ining.the "mama-
.

ness" of learning. .Bringing thesB two 'divergent baCkgrounds

' difficult../ an attempt tp do so, tbe. differences
,. N

!>. .
.. I ' (..

' ilk
: .

P
0.

.. ..

A
, .

C
a et

t, i
0 .

I a

4-

1'4

4

r

-

t
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will be discussed first as a function of situat.onal context and,

second,- as a function of preserving the naturalness of language

during instruction..

!IP

4

As a problem of situational context, the differences in con-
.

'°

ceptions of teaching can be understood by returning to ihulmants

(Note 9) four levels of context: tutor, classroom instruction,

curriculum development,and organization member. Historically, the

reading profession has focused on understanding the mature of tie

re ading process (a function of the third level). When translating

this knowledge -to' practice, the emphasis-has been oridescribing

Oat reading is in methods couisesand methods textbooks 4 third-

level function)o organiling,reading curriculum into,Waial.texts,

or

skillhierardhies,andocurriCuium guides (again, 47a funk.tion ofd''

. PV
. .

4 "'
, .

the third, level);enepreparing clinicians, and remedial reading
" .1

'1specialists (a4uncti1 olf,of the first level).- Hence, the reading .

AP,

...'profCesional emphasizesflevels one: three. "In contrast, however;

researchers on teaching ilphasireVhe second, leVel--clapsroom

instruction. This diffeenci ihperspectiVe accounts for much of ..,
"

-

t.

X`

.. 'ihe difference, in conceptions of teaching.-.

A common ground between the two groUpt

4
Classroom teachers represent the largest ci

!bight be-the fact that.

ieritele for botn-research 4
C .. r ..v ,

communities. yhileyeople in reading must certainly maintain their'
ti

focus on the natureof reading,they nevertheless have a simultaneous
1.'

responsibility for co*Unicatiug'their-firidings in terms

"classroom context shared' by the of.their clientele: fly assuming

ibis they_could.
s

conceptions:held by reading and

A
4.

a

0

close the gap between the teaching

teaching resesrchers respeotivep.

I - ,

4,11 4
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Regarding the "naturalness" of language acquisition, research

on the reading process suggests that comprehension is created by

. .

-the reader, not the teacher,in response to the text, and that
1 ,

comprehensiou is,notNsomething that teachers can place directly

.into the heads of pupils. On the other hand, researchers on teaching

O

4.4

report convincing data indicating that...patterns of teacher behaviors

do mane a difference in producing achievement gains (Includinfgains

.. \ .

.. .

in comprehensiOnY, and miny of"the crucial lehaviors involve

techniques of direct instruction, as opposedto more passivein-

structional ap4aches-Ahat call for lei teacher intervention.
.

.

Herein lies a conflict:' .
Perhaps the two groups can be-brought closer together on this

ispue by re-considering the concept of "naturalness." Because

. 1 . *

create meaning out of their personalized experience backgrounde

Js. .

does not neCessalrily meenthat eaachersshould not extradite
s

Ehis
.4,

, .

. ,

process by showingtthwa hovq to create meaningTWonly means that
.1 ,

the guidance:sh
fiobld_not_forcethe child to.auhstitute

, .

. ..-. ,4

interpretation for his /her bun. Hence,

,
teachers can

.
.

...
.

.
naturalnees.of getting meaning-while still performing

I

the teachaf's

. .

preserve the

the professionel

teachinpU how to' et meanie . 1 aborktive ef= is
i , . :. .

I

by the two ;esearAh commtinleiee in^thisaaree could be quite fruitful.
4.4 4 ° Is

R l I6 , . ..
4SummarlS". r 0

4.. t & *

; I'SAhematic is-matchei" could impede collaboration/hY the'

, ...
.

. . .
.

, .

.:. readihg and teaching .research communiqes.. Hopefully; the above -

. .4 . '',

6
4

0 ,.

discuabion-of the evolution of teacher effectivendes rasearch,'the
. . .,

..'
.,

resultant modification of 6 concept of-teacher effectivenesi,

,

and the potential conflict in conceptioAs of teaciin ,will-enhanCe
, 6

COMMUTO.5150a5-.
0

20
V
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However, it should also be noted that communic Lion is two-,

edged. Thefwriter has a responsibility, but the reader.
.

As stated by Tierney and LaZansky,(Note 11):

It As the responsibility.of a reader
to bring to.a text conceptualizations.
wilich7support a reasonable interpretation
of the text rather than resat in an
abandonme4 of the author's message.

4

Itior Teacher Effectiveness Findings

.0

The seventies was a decade-of growth for research on teach-

Mtny studies; both2Prosaggzproduct and dIscriptive).-were

funded by tip National Instifute of Education or were conducted

independently. The bulk of these focused on the teaching of basic
. .

skills (mostly reaaingand mathematics) in school settings ti9ke

academic achievement haebeen'eraditiogally.et:or-below national:.
.

norms. Liaultiplieity of findings emerged,butithey can be discussed
.

.

. . . ,
I

.

4.4 terms ob-two` conclusions: *

.
T. The most effective teachers of

V basic skills-generate tha'moste. '.

__ _opportunity4o_learn,_ _._ '1.

.4 ,

1,

.

',:,
.

4.

2.
$..

'Such teachersvare, technical

---managern-of-tnetructional---7.---
materials and attivitiec

. ft rather than theory-driven and 4 , e
4

tetlectille,deCisiopmakers.* .

17

.

These concluslone can have a far-reaching and significant
0

-
impact on the Perception of classroom teaching. However, as Medley

(1977a) 4 4 0

$
P

The profile of the effective
. .

c.

teacher that emerges is not entirely . /

consistent with the general consensus
of *ova good ,teacha behaves or with . .

theway teacher educators train:,
teachers toaCt:

. ,

a

'

e

a
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Two points should be made about the abOile ack of congruence.

First, the conclusions about teacher effectiveness represent

clailsroom life as it currently,is. \Second, such reality does not

1/4

necessarily xepresent either wirE'effectiveness should be or what'

it can ultimately become. The findings do, however, serve as an

important foundation for learning more about the teaching process

and for making future' teachers more effective thin current ones.

Opportunity to Learn

Opportunity to learn is generally discussed In terms of
s

.
. .

Carroil's (1963) model of school learning.in'which three Pupil.
- .t . . ..

variables--- aptitude,- -aptitude, ability,and,perser4erance - -interact with both
,

- .
. .

;.;

opportunity to learn

1
learning outcomes.

0,0
three 5bmponentssof the opportunity to learn variable.: direht.-

, t

,instruction, management, and psychological conditiond.,

-
and quality .of instruction to account for .

The findings from research on .teaching reflect
.1 ,.

18

*

et.

Direct instruction. Direct instruction'is a global concepp, :.

t ,
# . 14 0c, 1 .

largely associated with reviews by Roddnhhine .49X,1979, 1980).,
.

,. 4* 0

that encompAses the yariity of behaviors displayed by teachers in

elns'srooms where learning gains are great: Thete 1)001.0in:can be
, .. ;

. discussed An terms. of engaged 011ie and
r

In- the classrooms'a subject such a

4

k.

t

C
.

.

teacher monitoring Of pupil

;

s-reading is allocatscra

4 certain amouneof instructional: time. .Engaged timeis that propor-
,0 f, ;P

tion of the allocated time in which' tie Studint is on. task

. . 4
"engaged." The more time a student spends engaged-in'an.academic.

s
f, e. 4

endeavor; the.more tfintwill be lea,rded; the less time engaged,
,:

a
ir

t
.,

A

1/4.1

,
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ro

A the less'thaewill.be learned (Berliner,-1979i osenshine & Berliner,
. .

. --

41978r. As Fisher, Berliner, Filhy, Marliave/Cahen, and Dishaw
..,"--

--<"-- (1980).said,
I

/

' ..--....,,

'Two.OXasses mightallocate e
.-'

same amount of time to rea ing .,,,p.'

instruction, but ,one clas magWhave
almost twice as much re engaged

* learning tame asithe o er/Sinci
ergagement rate,his b n sfiown to .be

high affable -a c/asses'and
-si..no thatvvriebil y has-been
-eMpiricalirrelated to achievement,

. Lit is--possible -.that increasing- -
,

'engagement rates will lead to

'.. 'increased achieVaments.'
.

.

The .engaged this concept is ,a clear and simple one.

-_. , I , ,
most cleai -and simple in education, how

. - .

i . r. '
, .

repeatedly discriminate*ef£ective instruction
.

.instruction:' \.

Unlike

ever, this one
.17,

fiim!ineyecti"
.

. 4+'

' It%the second component f directAristrUctianeti oil tea er

.
. ..

-

. : monitoring behaviors"theeiliute- that lupilai once erii4ged 1; l's
.

. .
, .

ti A .1..

remain engaged. These Sehavi rs imply teacher4pupil'interections
. , . . ., ..

. .

with*which readIng-profeshional have tra4itiCiaillemonitratea '-',4
.

some4ia'Comforthut_that_have-b en-validated-in-basic Skills
- ..,. . . .

;9..

.
.

. 6

.19/9) an dremdial, secondary cltss pone (Stallings, Not 12). They
> . .,

.,., ..

'.4. indicatid that qe most effective teachers are those are the4 , 4.

'

1 3 1,

most structure4 the 'most in contioloand the mei directive. These
. ..

v. It

s

' 'contexts in both primary giades dersoa, Evertson, °& Brophy,4"

0

"

0

.4
'thethe teachers.who Mcnifor pupils' activities closely,, who call

i .
_,

% -or frequent-repetition,ald who drill. 1148e:ex% the teachers
' .

IN
4 .4 A

Yllo1 meyie
#

in Iiimallmteps,-Igho teach to over - learning, and who elicit
.. -

7,0 4 d
response from and provide Ilt.edback to tact! individual student ,

c't 4

10.

;
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-
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(Berliner, 1979; Rosenshine, 1979; Brophy; Note 13). Such teacher

interaction is called "high structuring" by Gage (1978) while GbOd

(Note 14) prefers to call it "active teaching." Regardless'of its

20

label, however, the data indicate that these behaviors do distinguish

effective basic-skills teachers from ineffective ones.

In summary, direct instruction creates dpportunity bo'learn by

engaging pupils and_by insuring that such engagdment is maintained,

Perhaps.Koelees (1977) statement about direct instruction is the

.most descriptive: ' A

In this model, the teacher supervises
lessons and workbook activity, allows

tIme- or unsupervised student_

-desk work and clearly, communicates .

,* the gopls of ..the lessons to' the students.

The taater decided what
ga,take e, buerbe ',VP:lel-its are

-...- -----

actIvel5linvolved in the lessan.,Conient
. . coverage is extensive, and questions- '

tend to be focused at.a low cognitive
'1e4; These-questions are geaxed'to '

ft 9. 0

..

. ,e, infOriitiOn which should already be
-,--, .15nown rather than to that which clikbe ,

. deduced or guessed. Teacher,reinforCel.,

.
rnt ripidlr.followelmost anskeri. ;

-',Learning is orgfnIzed around questions

1(

Ilt

. .
. posed by the teacher or materials.

,.

provided, by the teachei. Tea her- ) -

. 2 . .seudent interactions are.dird t at*d .. :

cidemicallyotiehtech '." '. 1.---- .

.4

_a

OP

g

,

, -Classroom management. Effective te chers are also good classroom.
..

'
..1 %

managers; theyabreate mdreopportunity to learn by organizing:them-

: . ' . ..
3...

selVes and the classroom to enhance efficiency and minimize time
..

:. '' $. ". t

iP
''

sS

-wastage. The.importance of management s stated succinctly by. , 4

e Good -(Note 13). ., -ki V
Teacher's! manager ial.abilities

have:been.found to relate
to student*achievement.in every, process-
product study conducted to date.
It appears that teacherjnanagerial
are necessary if ressonaVie'pupll j

achievempnt 4.0 occur.

_"
a
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Its importance in reading particularly is emphasiied by Leinhardt,

Zigmond, and Cooley XNote 14), Duffy (Note 15), Roehler and Schmidt

e,

16), ,',.gmond,- Leinhardt, and Cooley (Note 17), and others wAo

-:
. . -

point todie time lost because of Poor management. .

.:'
.--

" Manage is another aspect of teaching that causeh reading
0 --

t\ee
,--.

...
educators some difficulty. Thisis so for m reasons. -

$ - .. * o 0
,

6 ..
First, reading people seem to.equate clasaroom management with

.

-- skilli-management systems. This is an erroneous association.

Clpssroom management refers to technignestloi'llenerating maximum
,

instruCtionai.time; monitoring pupa] progress through,a hierarchy

---
,
-- of skills la be one aspect of generating morel instructional time,

, . .

,
but the' two concepts..are ino synonymous. 't

,

1
. . 4. ...

, %

. ; -

Second, the academicAleritage.ofvesdi4,professionals is
..

,t

,

closely tied to the tutoring ,o femedial students, 'where, time
v ,

-- -.. -,

/ P
:. ''management- is less complex. In contrast to the clinic where the, ''

, - , 4
.......... __. -pupil typica4y receives; iiit-Or',8 individual attention,, time.,,

.,

. .,,
:T4 ,, r i

1,:, ' the is a liTited commodity demanding whit Shulman (Note 9)
.....

:. , --.4 * ., -... , . . 4 .. ....
calls Nistr&utional rules."' Hence, the classroom teacher' faces

. .

.,
3:

Ni

a .

n "opportunity-to- learn" problemsseldomjaced

...

, AJ* Cassis of 25 or 30 instiadof
tutoiiig single individuala,.there ,..F.,

viill.he tride-offi between meeting
.. 4.

the needs of any individuil:and .. '''.

. meeting the'neqds of ,other

Individuals
,.
or of the claps as a w

.

'group: .
. .

. .
A r. .

: .
.

.- 0.

$ Third, .even when reading educators underitand tha-purposof
..

t' . ,,. . ,
,,

.,

menagiment,, they4tend to reject it because a canon tradi-,Toff of
*,.

..
-

As Drophy(Note 18) pays,
'

/-
.58 long as tedFhers imst%deal with

.

.3

.,'
,

teaches is to use routines as,a way to maximize instructional

\ '.1
4

k

. .
0

,.

1$

4

t
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time and, to some people, routines imply mechanistic teacher-

pupil relationahips.. This is unfortunate since, rather than

inhibiting humanistic interactions, foOtines are the vehicles

effective teachera,use to "distribute" time so that theyare
-,. .

.

**

personally, engaged in as many meaningful interactions as possible,

/

.

0

while keeping traffic manager and disciplinarian interactions to

a minimum.

. .

The secret to effective management is the teacher's ability.

to establigh such routines as preventative. measures. As Good
..,..

.

(Note 3) :his said: .

/
. f

The key behaviots that:distinguish good
0! classroom managers are those fechniqueq ,'which.....

lultifonitmisbehaVior'bi'-plicitinCstudent .

..

4 : 'cooperation' in general'and involiminent: 41'
.assigned -work specifically. '. ..

. .

-..." .". , '
't 44.1

and
. ,..

In addition, according to Anderson, Biertson,d'ETmer (in press),

j't '0. .

the most effective teachers comity-thpLpurposefulneas and meaning-

tr.

4

. 0.
*fulnesS of.SCademic'acivitiei, instruct students Ihthe skilig-of

. .
. ,-.

good Wiairier and select lactivities that Aaflect bath students,'
.. .... ..s... vi

level of understanding and need for information.. Otifer,
.. -. .

1
.

8 . ,

crucial aspects of manageMeni are reported by Kounin (1970) and: .

. .
,,,

Brophyand Putnam (1979).
.

-4...
o , -

. - .
..

.

......,
. . %-

In short, good management increases dpportunity to learn ,...
. . .

(or, more specifically, preserves for instructional,purpoias

larger amounts 'of the allocated instructional time). The-Strong

et+ It.1

relationship between management, instrbctionand greater learning

outcomea has caused Brophy .(Note 190 to auggest that management skills.,
are closely linked with instructional skills--that good instructors

tend to be good managers and vice.'versa.versa.' Hence, clasirookisanage-
-

.

ment is one of the.:pehavior clusters that distinguishes effective

$.

O

1

.0



teachers from ineffeCtive ones.
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Psychological condltions.. Discussion of opportunity to learn

. : r

is often confined to. the purely physilal notion of_time and time use.
.

-

However, research on teaching also Suggests-that effective teachers

create psychological cpportunities.to learn as wcil as physical ones.

Mhese,psycfiplogical maldittons create a climatethat encourages

pupils to make,maximum use of the time provided and-include expec-
.

tatiOns,. efficacy, andsuccess experiences.

EiPectateY is the teacher's perception of how much (and hOw

quickly, iii student can be expected to learn. St1.4ies by McDonald

:end ElLsg (Note .Wand Erookover, Schweitzer, Schneider,iBeady,
7.,1 l' .

,

-Flood, and Wisenbaker (19,3) in the Unite& States and by Rutter, ,
v .

Maughan, Martimore, Oustow, and.Smith.(1979) in the United Kingdom
-.: , 4,. .

sf

all indieate that effectiveness is distinguished from ineffeCiive-
.

, -

-ness by the teacher's belief that studqpts can am& do learn.

0 Efficacy is also a type of expectancy, but it refprs to'the

teacher's, perception of his/her ability to besuccessful.as a

teacheT and the level of effort and periistance exhibited as a

result. Reports by Brophy and'Everison (1976) and by Good

(Note 13) support the importance of efficacy. As Brophy (Note 19)

says:

r - a

Typically, the more successful teachers
have a "cari do" attitude, perceiving their
"siudents.as capah4 of, learning the.
material and themselves as capable of
teaching it to them effectively. These

t ,

'o
.

Ift
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teacheresgethigher-goals-tban other- .

.0 'teachers,lAnd.they areeere bersistani
im laboriqg to;neet these.goals and
overcoming-obstacles'if necepsary.

Thethirdpsychologicai condition is student success. When

. -

students ire.engaged inc tasks at which they are successful, they.

achieve more than.when they ere'engaged in tasks at which they'

are unsuccessful. This conceit is so';crucial that the Beginning

Teacher Education Study reiearChers, intim investigators of time
I

as it relstes to teacher effeCtifmness isher et al., 1980),
; 4

include success as part `o heir- definition of engaged time. The-

implication, of course, is that time dpent engaged in an excessively'

difficult task creates negative pupil behaviors that impede oppor-

I.

M

tunity to learn. In addition,,p9p ilauccess is-tied to .improved

;;;1"1et-titudes. As Fisher. et al. (1980) state,
.6

It is interesting to note thkt thOtighv
success component of learning is associated ts
With more positive, student attitudes..
Successful students probably-enjoy ;

4

learning more'because of thiitssuccess.
Failure, even when-it is only occasional,
appears to result in more negative
attitude. %

. e

Brophy (Note 21) concursc ''Students11Students consistently given work
:0

that is -too difficult for-them cih be. expected to give up and
6 . ;k

eventually to become 'motivation problems."! t.

e

In.supmary, effective teachersiapparently motivat9 by letting
.-
0

-.., pupils.knOw that they are capable of learning, by exuding'

.i ,
4 4...

.

i . anfidence in their own capacity to provide useful assistance to

6

O
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,

pupils and by assigning tasks at which pupils can succeed,.there-

.

by making the prophecy come true. Other pSychological_conditionU

:

may be the teachers acknomledgedent to. pupils of the difficulty

3 -'.
.

'
of a learning task (Puffy &-Shernsn, 1977; Green, Note 22) and the

. .
. . - .

matching of student and teacher styles (Brophy, Note 18).
--3 -

Summary of nportunity-to-learn findings. -The teacher effective,-

nese research, paiticularly as it relates tozrbasic-skills instruction,

indicates that teacher behavio'rs that create opportAniiy learn

are crucial foproducing growth in pupil achievement (and, to some
,

. .

extent, attitudes). Properly understood, these findings can help

improve reading instruction.

Unfortunately, however, they ante not always properly under-

stood. For instance, it,is sometimes believed that the opportunity-
.. k

I
to-learn findings represent support for discrete teaching behaviors_

in 'the tr#dition_of campetency -based instruction when, fact,

thelindirikis refute the concept of 'generic. teaching.behaviorsAn"

favck of colpiellations u5c.clmsters of behavior (Brophy, ,.1919;

Good,pote 13).. It is sometimes believe that ,these findings will

encourage Ehemaidatingot.prescriptive algorithms.mhich will

1phe the tes*Ot mechanistic

teaching researchers_such as

Fenstermacher (1980) argUe

implementing the findings.'

e"
.4"

,

and.non-huMa!liatit when, in fact,

Gage,(1976),...GoOd. (NOte 13) and

elOquentiY foreicheiludgment.in

Some people believe. that phonics
"

. . - t

S.

. .
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is emphasized'to the detriment Of comprehension When,

successful comprehension programs such as the Kamehameha Project
-- .

reflect opportunity to learn findingi: (Au, Note 23; float, Note 24---

Thorp, Note'25). Theke is a belief act a.$findings apply to all

" reading-instruction -when, in fact, they-apply opli to basic
- -

4

1k
-skill situations (Brophy, Note 18; G-Ood, Note 13): Some people believe

4.

that the behaviors associated with oPportunityto learn are

universal truths when, in fact, effective teaching varies accordk

big to a multiplicity pf contextual factors (Brophy, Note 18; Good,'

Note 13; Peteison, 1979) . Finealy,.there is tOelief that the
.

findings are generated exclUsivelyby beh'aviorittswhen, in fact,

research on teaching reflects an interdisciplinary balance between.

liehaviorists, cognitive psychologists, anthropologists, sociologists,

educators, and others.

The message, I'hope, iiaclear. Collaboration-between reading

"
and teaching researchers reqUires accurate interpretation of what

the opportunity to learn findings do and do not imply.

Teaching "sts'ilechnical Behavior

Researchers on teaching have long felt that teachers ought to
!.

be reflective. They have pointed to the rebellion'of teachers

involved with "teacherproof" reading programs as evidence of, what

happens when a teacher's rationality is stifled, and they have
.

k . assumed that teaching is guided by reasoitd rather th,conditioned

n/reaCtive behavior. This beiief; together with the emerging

interest in 'cognitive.psycholOgy andcOgnitive'information processing,

has led many researchers on teaching to look beyond direct instruction,

30
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management, and psycholOgical conditions to determine, the goals,
. .-.. . I iF"

intentions, judgments, decisions, and information processing that

undergird the behavior associated with .teaCher effectiveness.,

,.

.41t short, teacher effectiveness researchers have begun-to examine

the nature of teacher rationality on the assumption thit their

behavior must be guided by what they think.

.

Paiillel studies in reading have hypothesizethat theories and

models of reading influence a teacher's' instruction (Berate & Burke,

1977; Kamil & Pearson, 1979; Buike, Burke, & Duffy, Note 20, that.

clinical and remedial decision making in reading reflect a rational

model (Vinsonhaler, Note 27), and.that-Jeacherscan reflectively

apply diagnostic-prescriptive techniques in teaching reading (Duffy,

Sherman, &Roehler,-1977).

Such interest ii-theteachees:mental life has produced two

0, major categories of research teacher thinking. They foCus on
".,,,

the teacheras a planner and on the teacher as a ,decieion 'maker.

The teacher as a i.anner. Clayk and Ringer (Note28) have re-

viewed virtually all'the planning research. They'report that

--ieichiri do-not think about planning in the way researchers -.have

assumed. Rather than following the objective-based, linear 'model Of,
.

.

-._ .

planning promoted in-most teacher educatioi programs, teachers \,,,
''. -..,,.

apparently initiate planning.by selecting an activity diet they then

'fit to the time available and to otherconoraints. Only then,

somewhat as an afterthought, do they consider what specific-skills

or processes the students may learn by pUrsbing this, activity.

Other reviewers and researchers (Brophy,' Note 21; Nbrine-Derihiwer,

Note 29; Joyce, Note 30) also indicate that plans are made activity-

0
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focused and routine in orderto expedite teacher monitoring functions

28

and to insure ease of,wanapment. In shorty the research on planning
. 14

pictures teachers as technicfans who manage activities rather than
- . .

! .

is professionAls who reflectively select s.tratigies and tactics
. 4 r.

t

to achieve' particular goals._ . ,

The teacher as a decision maker. Like planning. the concept of

the teacher as an interactive decision maker reflects the ideal of
. .

rational teacher behvaviot. As deiaribed,by Claxk and Singer (Notd28) 1

. . .. --....

"'Interactive decision making refers' to -- -,...

'decisions made duringtha act of teaching.
Thetiacher is seen as constantly assessing ..'

,the iituation)imocessing information.
about the situation, "-making decisions

! ,

about what to do next, guiding action
onAtelmisis.ofthe decisions, :and

.
'Observing.the effectiveness of the
action on students, V-

. a

While labotatoti esearch appears to substantiate the concept
.

of interactive decision making (Borko, & Shavelson, 1979),
4

classroom observation studies indicate that, teacAts are not as

, 4

reflective onnthe job as had been assumed. Instead. as noted by

Joyce -(Note 30), teachers tend to emphaiize the'siintena;ce of oh-going
-

Activity flow in the classroom rather than interactive decision making.

In, reading particularly, the apparent lack of decision making during

the interactive stage hes ledluike (Notef3k) and Duffy and McIntyre
.4( .

(Ate 32) to characterize the teacher as a"technician" and as

"activity-driven." Durkin's (1979) studylof classroom comprehension

instruction (or, (tather;.the.lack thereof) further suggests the absence

of substantive instructional,Oecision making, as does the report by



.41

4

4

,

I

.
Tierney and Pearson (Note'33) that teachers object to open-ended

comprehension-Kuestions -in the basal text. .

Possible causes of technical behavior. These findings about

teacher plannihg and decisiommaking are difficult to accept because
te J.. .

researchers want to believe that teachers,are Bafing thei actions

on rational instructional models. however, they are not so surprising
.

when examined from the standpoint of classroom realities generally

and teading'instruction inpirticular.

Consider classroom realities. The first reality is

that failure to establish an oh-going activity flow results inserious

29

up;

I

.
behavioral management difficulties. Consequently, teachers convert

----LA complex:and potentially explosive group of 30 children into a
. Z...--4

`+
.predictable arid-simplified routine that can beftonitored with'

, -
. \

--_.

relative ease (Brophy, Note -214-Shave/soh,
-
Note 34Y. 4ackson (1.968)

. .

---'---- :.. -..
summarizes the Situation best when he describes 'the teacher's concern,

--: t

as.
O

'Y

. . 4.

making some kind of educated geese
about what would be a beneficial activity
for a. student or group of students and
then doing whatever i$ necessary to see
that the participants remain involved in
thatactivity. Theteachees goal, in
other words, is student involvement rather'
than sttx!erk 'learning. It, is true, of
course, thafthe teacher hopes that the

, -environment will result in certain -

fundamental changes -in the students.
The learning is, in thii sense, a by -
.productor a secondary goal...rather than
the thingabout which the teacher.is most '

,directly concerned.-.

I
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Second, as. both Brophy {Note 21) and ShavelOn (tote.34)

.r
'suggest, technical teacher behavior -makes sense in terms of cog-

. .

nitive informatiog pro5ga "-sing. Interruiting'an'estahliShed activity"

30

.

flow in a classroom to reflect on and consider an alternative
,

.f.
. .' . .

(while simultaneously trying to keep Na pupils involved) increases
1 .' . 0....

wl
a

l '
significantly the information - processing demands plated on the

teacher. In effect, a "cognitive overload° occurs andthe teacher
,

must simply move on Most who have taught-school fOr any length of

-time admit4that this: indeed,.. is the Way it often is. .

A third hypothesis, noted earlier, is that the demands of

the workplace,' whether viewed as the classroom, multiple role-strains,
.

.

.or society at large, account for the paucity of observed teacher
I

.reflection during instruction. rbile,a different kind of.decision
. ;

making may be occurring in contexts other than public lessons

(Shulman, Note 9), the complexities of the workplace severely limit

interactive decisiOn making.

Finally, the fourth hypothesis reflecting classroom realities

. .

is seen in the work of Barnes,-Putnamond Wanous (Note 35). They

have created a teacher education program based on the concept

that prodPective teachers must be effective classroom managers

before they can be effective7instructors.- Iw-effeee, they' are

saying that classrooi management must be-Automatic

in order for teachers to make room in their information process-
.

ing apparatus for interactive decision making. Hence, teachers

4 who must consciously attend to the technical demands of manage-
.

ment.bscome technicians; if these tasks become automatic, the

teacher is free to concentrate on instructional decisionmaking.

''4

.
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the nature of reading instruction itself can help e "

. .

explain why, so many teachers look.like technicians.

First, in analyzidi,thI'research-bang conducted at the

: Institute forResearch on Teaching on clinical reading diagnosis /1'

q

and the data that repeatedly indicate that practicing and

3k
c

certified diagnosticians are not even reliable with themselves,
11_

much leis with one-another, Brophy (Note 21) suggests that the

fault lies with the primitive nature of ourAnowledge base in

reading. In other words, reading teachers have difficulty being

reflective because there is not enough reading knowledge to allow

them to be specific and truly diagnostic: Bence,-they met be

technicians. As Brophy (Note 21) sees,

In educational- diagnosis and remadiation,
it is as if we are treating all patients
by'.telling them to get some rest,. take
aspirin and drink a lot-of fluids no
,matter- what their problem. . .-Until
we develop a-knowledge-base to support.
more truly diagnostic and .renedial
procedures, I do not:think that we can
expect much from even ''experts " let
'alone ,ordinary classroom teachers.--

Second, reading teachers may behave like technicians because of the

prominent role played by materials, particularly theasal textbook

(Clark & Yinger, Note 28; Osborne & Shirey, Note 30. Teachers are

encouraged an often mandated to use bagels, but theseliaterials

.themselves are designed for use by technicians. The teacher's

guide, as recently noted by Durkin (Richey, Note 37), provides many

more practice activities than instructional suggestions,and the I.

texts, workbooks,and other materials areall-designed to;be used

in a question-and-answer, recitation format. ,As my colleagues

35
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. , , .

and-I,havebeen discovering in our research On teacher conceptions
-

. of- reading (Buike,:Burke, &' Duffy, Do
,

'te:26), the basal
..

... na
,

9

rather than theoreticlel"cOnsideratio rational modals,or
4 b.

. , R.A
reflective-procedures domitiate teacher thinking because ii)Nals

.

. -
in' resolving management concerns while sim4taneoualy being

professionally acceptable. .

Third, teachers behave as technicians because researchers
.. .

4/ . . .

inadvertently promote such behavior. It is not unusual; for instance,
- ..

. -

for the teacher-to be desciibed as a mediatOrof materials (Gage,
.

1978); fotl instruction to be charaqterized as .technologY7.(Barrfa. .

& Dreban,977); for teachers to be seen as'llittle more than

cuatodiane of curriculum; for methods texts and sessions at

y,

professional reading nonierencei to emphasize activitie;tres, and
,

. .t,
. _

drilla, designed for recitation formats; for methodA courses to

. .

promote such patterned teacher monitoring behavior as SQ3R and the
-

.
. .

.

DirectedReading LeOson.; and for good comprehension instruction to

be,equated with "asking the right questions," which, as Durkin (1979) 411

points out, is really just an assessment technique. Even prominent

reading professionals such as Bair and Durkin tend to equate

-instruction with the essentially tIVInical task of instructional ..

pacing (Mtr, 1973-74) and use of teacher's guides (Richey, Note 37)..,
.

. .

3
. It aometimes sounds like reading ed'catore are recommending that

once uie or another aspect of the reading process gets into the curt
riculum; the rest will-take care of itself. Consider, for instance,
Coltheares (1976) dismissal of teacher's in favor, of curriculum when
discusaing.early-readirs in a recent publication entitled "Readirig.
Research: Advances in,Theory and Practice:"

The fact is that reading teacher's practiceare
. .

what theyare. All readers,.early or non-early,
plias through school Curriculum, and if this
curriculum is such that it liminate& the advan-
tages that early readers initially had,- that is
that: early reading is simply bteneficial.

-1

0
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%Finally,. reading teachers may 1m:cane technicians in self-
',

defense. Not only do teacher education prograMs supply prOdpectiif.e

t ...,

read,:dg teacheri with little dthet thanytechnical "tricks of the
,- -

'.trade,"
./ .

%trade," they often give the impression that reluctant readers
, .

.
.

, . . .

can be transformed into fluent readers dimigiby,caring about them,
. ,. .. ',..

, . .

by lettink them "leern i6 read by reading" or byleiting.reading

acquisition happen naturally-. COodANote .13) addresses 'this issue

when he- suggests-that teacher education programs-may contribute to
, 7

.low ,teacher efficacy by giving prospective and in- service. teachers
.

a

unrealistic expectations about'what to expect when teaching reasling.

As he says,

Teachers need to understand that teaching
is a very tough but feasible task.,

Teachereexiectati;ons,tor simple
,solutibni.tO'prOblemsk:Canturn into
.anger,frudtration and. ultimately;
witWdrawal In the faceiof,classroom
realities. -:

.

l

33

In short, teachers may be technicians because that's. what they're

taught to be. They are told that reading acquisition. is a natural.
1

phenomenon requiring littleteacher effort or guidance,,and they-

are given instructional suggestiOns that limit their actions to

R

4

monitoring and reacting.rather than presenting, stimulating, and

guiding. When.teachers have hpen prepared in this way and are then

faced with the realities of classroom life, what recourse do they

.0
.

have but to become technicians?'

Summary of technical behavior. In sum, the above findings con-
:

tradict some cherished beliefs about teacher's reflective behavior.

Rather iha,being driven bi soal-oriented and theoreticallyrconsistent

'instructional models, teachers appear to be preoccupied with

activities that maintain activity flow. Consequently; teachers

look liketechnicians and managers rather than like reflective

-professionals. 37
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There ire, however, three points, that.temper this cenclusion.

The first, as noted above, is that-teacher educators may well
. 4 a

be contributing to the creation of anch.technical behavior and

must be preparecitodo more than simply condemn it.'

- -0,

tSecond, it must be noted that the.generaIly unpalatable
,/

picture of the teacher as a tec nician'is nevertheless real.
1., so.

34'

These data illustrate the fact hat the teacher 'is a normal person

who, despite frailties and limi red resources, must cope wiihthat
. .

fluid,complek, demanding, and p4entially-volatile place called a

classroom. While the findings mlay be alien in terms of a reading

researcher's schema, tbey are nc less valid for Chia.

1.

Finally, Good (Note 13), Fenstermacher (1980, and McDonald

(1977) suggest that the ultimate key Ito true teachereffectivenesst. -

rosy lie with teacher judgment in rationally applying suggested

, - 1 . . .

findings rather than in unquestioningly applying algorithms, and
.

prescriptions. 'While goodtechnicians may be more effective than

1

poor technicians, the ultimate in-effective teaching will require

more than technically competent teachers.

Summary of Teacher Effectiveness Findings
.

In some ways,'it is overly simple.tosumiarize the-paqt decades
4

of research on teaching in just two conclusions about opportunity
7%,

to learn and teaching as technical behaviort HpwSver, these

conclusions capture the essence of the reality of classroom life,

and it is this reality that is the major contribution.otTesearch

on teaching. With these conclusions as a base, researchers can

hopefully move to studies thatnot,only describe what.ia currently

considered effective teaching,.but also what effective teaching

can ultimately become..

.43,8
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Implications for the Reading Profession.

1

a

The teach*. effedt veness research Places mudh of the.read -

35.

4.

ing profession squarely bltween assumptions about "what ought.to be"

and the reality ;of "what is ' On the one hand, some people argue

%

that reading acquisition oug to be a personalized interaction

between child and text that

intervention from teachers,

Since the goal efithis paper,is to build collaboration, the

d velops with little artificial

and thhit teachers should function

iii indirect and unstructured waysbecause they are reflectiVe

professionals. In contrast, the research on teaching suggests

that effective teachers 0 reading t(especially beginning reading)

generate opiortunity to ledrn by establishing efficient management,

structured learning, andpsychological conditionspand that they

keep their sanity by deliberately minimizing die.peed for

"in-flight" decisions.

The conflict between "what ought to and "what is" is a

painful one. If left unreso it can weaken. chances for

collaborative waj evolving reading and teaching researchers.

$

following implications are presented in terms-of how research, .

on teaching can help shape reading education efforts, influence..

reading research, and provide collaborative agendas for the /

06

future.

Teacher Education
/.

. .

The.firat implication of research. on teaching is that

.communication with prospective and in-service teachers must in-

elude acknowledgement of the 'realities of classroom life: To
.



MN,

prepare reading teachers without giving adequate attention co

direct instruction,.management; psychological conditions, and

the current limitations in the classroom teacher's information--

processing capacities results in a distorted picture of shUt the

world of the clisSroOm is really, like, Ultimately, a backlash i.

occurs; the schema of the reading educator conflicts so dramaiically

r
with the,practitioner-rscheas that the entire message about read-

ing is rejected. If the goal of educators is to have teachers apply

the emerging findings about the.readin$ ;rocess, they:must prdsent
%. -.

.-. .

these findings within points o contact representing the ex-
. . ".- t.::.

periences teachers have had in,the real world of classrooms, .

Failure to do this:risks the rejection by teachers ofall the

potential benefits of reading research.

Second, the teacher effectiveness findings must'be examined

..- .

not'only for the clues they provide rega ing contextually valid r..

....- , .-

vehicles in which messages about/44 nature of reading can be

embedded, but for their potedtial in hel0Ing teachers become

better reading instructors. In short, reading educators must

help teachers not only with the natureof what is taught (at Shul-
.

man's third.level)-but withloW it is best, taught (the first and

second leyels)0 This means that they must deal with the pedagogical

problems, inherent in equitably

among 30 children and with haw

already over-crowded cognitive

distributing opportunity to,learn

teachers are to find .room in their

world -for the information-processing

demands inherent lithe instructional recotmdidations reading

educators uta...a,

,
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:Third, reading eduoators muse-trIghlight-the-1.1,aswell
-----___

, -------______--
_

.

4.

. as the strengths, of
.

their instructional findings. A #ajor limitation

is that effective teaching in one context is not necessarily effective
. .

11-1-...tvaehf,ng in another. Consequently, rakding educators must help'
. v . .. .

teachers exercise judgment .:a applying, effectiveness
. f - "

...

fend3ngs epapproOriate csntextk and should avoid. promoting universal
P a ' 4

theories and models of reading instruction that-imply the use of.

identical Instruction in all conkexts.

Vinally,'reading.educators must recognize%that the findings on e

teaching present only a partialTictureofinstruction. The most
,

glaring'example of this -is the preoccupation with Carroll's concept .

....: , -

of "opportunity to learn" and the relatively minor emphasis on

I

"clisality of instruction.' 'In effect, the weight of the quantita
.

'aye time-usedata has caused researchers of teachingoto equate

%quality.with ipaximized opportunity to learn. Virtually no

-

research has been conducted that examines affects of the qualitative

guidance or assistance teathers'offer asa prelude to or as part

.. .#

. of the ;structured direct Imatructiott-aCtIaties, nor,bas anyone
. . .-

examined the ways -cwortunity to learn might be modified as a result
,

of teacher guidance. personally.suspect oat one reason why 'so any
.

f

teachers conduct mechanical recitation sessions° in that they have no
4

fw..concept of how to qui.lirtiVelY assist pupils in their learning. They
t

. only know how to keep tham.on
.
task. As Good and Brophy (1978Ystate,

.

Taachers,s ometImes'aceas . if the
students are supposed to learn on. their .,

own with no help from them. . Such
f behavior-represents'afun4amental.

failure t ppruiate the teacher's
basic role. The teacher is in the
classroOmto instruct. ° .

41,
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Instruction is more than creating opportunity to learn. Research

-----on-reaching una , provides little spec i fic assistance

regarding this additional dimension of teaching.

a

Mi!DIULSYMEMP : '

Teacher effectiveness findings suggest four implications'

' for reading research.

First, reading restaxch_that_focusei on instruction should,

at the inimum, demonstrite an awareness, of classroom realities

and control for crucial teaching variables: Conducting research

on the teaching of.inferencing without controlling engaged time is-

one example of how ignoring findings on teaching can taint research

onreading, to compare teachers of reading without attempting to

account for efficacy is;another, and conducting reading research

in laboratory contexts pr with college students lad suggesting

hoi the findings should be applied in elementhry classrooms is

yet another. Reseatchers of reading, especially those studying

com4prehetision, have an obligation to either control for the

realities of instruction in the design of the study or to acknowledge

their absence when reporting tne data

Second, reading' researchers, like teacher effectiveness

researchers, must begin looking more systematically'at various
0

contexts. The results of research on teaching speak clearly to

.. a t
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the point that what is true at one grade level with one ability

group in one socioeconomic setting is not necessarily true for

another. Sweeping generalizations cannot be made about teaching

generally, and they,cannOt be made for, reading instruction in

particular, Consequently, condycting reading- research in multiple

contexts is essential.

Third, reading reseirchers thould.consider makihg greater

use of qualitative research designs. To date, descriptive research
k..

has been little used by reading researchers, partidularly those.

studying reading comprehension initruction. .However, a program

of such research would go a long way in informing comprehensioq

researchers of the complexities of classroom instruction, the

limitations of teachers' information-processing capacities "under

fire," and the realities within which laboratory findings must,

be.applied.

.

finally, readiUg researchers should consider strengthening-

their research'Orograis by adding practitioners/to their research

teams. Thih does .not mean the addition of former practitioners
. ,

who are currently graduate students training to become rdsearchers.

Such people, of course, areexpected to.emulate'reseerchers and,
0

as such, can hardly be expected to represedt.practitiols.
4.

Instead,-practitioners should be hired us practitioners and

shqul' be charged with the responsibility of insuring relevance

and reality in research designs and in the conclusions drawn

frOm findings'. This is not a pie7,in-the-sky potion.' Such

teacher collaborators are an integral part of the research

43



-projecte-conducted-at theInstitute-fOr-Research-on7Teaching

and their impact on research quality has been significant.

Future Cooperative Ventures -

Research on reading is a dynamic field, and so is research on

teaching. The nature of schooling dictates that the ultimate

agenda for both communitiei is a shared oneapplying findings-.

in classrooms to improve,instiuctIon. This shared agenda dould

be expedited Uv collaborative ventures.- While the possibilities .,

for such. cooperation are extensive, the following five examples

are illustrative.

One of the differences heretofore separating the two

research communities hail been the respective object of-focus.

Reading researchers have focused on the curriculum and the

learner; teaching researchers have focused on the teacher and

instruction. Recently, however, each research community has

;

become more interested in the other's object of focus ad findings
t

have pointed more ?and more to the complex interaotion of-learner
-

variables, teacher variables and, in reading, text variables.

As Brophy (Note 18) points but, "the development and merging

of these interests should-fuel a major trend in'the 1980s."
4.

Certainly, reading and teaching researchers should collaborate in
A

this trend:
_..d

Second, the affective goals of chooling will be.a major

research thrust in.the next few years. Little is currently known

about what constitutes effective teaching in thins area. However,



reading researcheis, with their interest in comprehension as a

4.

personalized process and in'affective responses to leisure reading,

have much to contribute to collaborative research in this area.

Third, teacher effectiveness research is always bound by

outcome measures. This is especially so in reading, as evidenced

by past controversies regarding what constitutes achievement (see

Rouse, Glass, McLean; & Walker, 1978,for one example) and by current

debates regarding the validity, of using standardized test measures in

teacher effectiveness research. While tl nature of the context

will always exert some influence on the type of outcome measure

used in future studies, additional effort will nevertheless be

needed to identify appropriate outcome measures in reading,

particularly in terms of the affective and personalized dimensions

of language learning. This is another area that clearly calls

for collaboration among reading and teaching researcher 's..

A fourth potentially profitable area-Of collaboration '

springs from the emerging findings $t text processing and meta

comprehension. Both imply the_uie of hueristics to help learners
. .

become more aware of and systematic about theirlanguage pro-
4

ceasing. Researchers from the readpg and teaching communities

could collaborate in _this area to determine what role the teacher.

should play in presenting such hueristics to khildren. It would

seas particularly important to insure that this not become-yet

another example of recommending patterned, technical, monitoring

behavior to teachers:

Finally, the most important collaborative reading-teaching

effort involves moving beyond structured opportunity to learn

I
4 5
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toward-Carroll's concept of "quality of instruction." More

specifically, the reading and teaching-communities-should-con--

ceptualize and test various guidance,and Assistance strategies

that teachers

the assessment
A

patterns noted

of reading comprehenstonew use to go beyond

tactics noted by 1010 (14) and the recitation

by Duffy-and ManMe(Note and toward what

Barr and Dreeban (1977) describe to "presenting subject

matter c audibly, and understandaly"

and what Durkin (1.979) defines as instruOtion Although the

reading profession has traditionally given little attention to .

-.-

this aspect of teaching, now is the time to do so.

The following five embryonic descriptions of instructional
. .

guidance serve as a starting_point.,.-,They-iepreaenti

conceptUal cycle. At the beginning pant are those conceptions

of teaching that involve little guidance beyond mechanical devices

such as pacing and content covered (Barr, 1973-74). Here, the,

teacher is little more Chan a reactive responder who coordinates

"1"
..
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instruction by adjusting pace to learning rates of pupils. In

addition to tiiiiCtthat pacing is probably more a function of

activity floW iid management than of teaching (and, iterefore,,
emphasizes the Eeacher's role assa technician), such conceptions

of teaching offer little guidance to pupils. Providing little

additional guidance but reflecting a less technical role for the

teacher is the position espoused by Goodman Not 38) and Smith.

(1975) who conceive of the teacher as a facilitator who avoids

formal instruction and -allows children to learn to read by

6
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interacting with books and langualp'in natural, unconstrained, and

43

uncontrived ways. At the miOdfe points of the cycle are two
:

..,

posktions. Closest to
/.
the Goodman-Smith concept are Tierney and ....,v2 ,...01,

Az

4" e-''' !I..

Pearson (Note 331.- o emphasize the personalized nature of come.'

hension but also see the teacher as providing guidance' t th4

manner of a "tour guide on a journey to the center of the T., t

mind." Representing more-teacher directionand assistance is the

position. described by Duffy and Sherman (1977) and by Duffy. and

(Note 39) in whiCh the teacher is prOaetive in presenting

*°4 / 9114 kt

. .

. . \
cues and gradually diminishing assistance to guide pupils toward

desired comprehension learnings. Finally, there is the concep- \s,

tion of BeckerklEngleman, Sand Carmine (1979) in which the teacher

exercises extensive control in directing pupil responses, even to

the extent of requiring responses from .pupila in unison.

Renee, while this latter view may represent the ultimate in

guidance, it alsocoMpletei.the cycle by coming'back Co the

teacher as a technician who, in this case, often follows a

prepared'sdript when teaching.

While contextual influences suggest that no particular

concept of teachingwillbe eqUally effective in all situations,

it is intuitively obvious that teachers who provide assistance

will create more success than those who simply structure "oppor-

tunity to learn" or who leave, pupils to learn by natural mans.

'-Pursuit of such quality instruction is, in my view, the most

important way in which the two research colunities can collabo-

rate.in the future.



Conclusion

44.

. ,Regardless oftheir particular research backgrounds, the

reading and teaching communities shire a desireto create more

effective sehooling,particulaily as it relates to language

learning. Collaboration among the two research grain can help
..

us read} this goal. Despite.apparent disparities between reading

educators' assumptions -about classrooms and the findings from

research On teaching, a schema-match based Upon common points

of contact is possible. Hopefully, this me; provides a

beginning.

-.

I

-..
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